
Platform Lighting Installation...  
Tuesday 8/2/2016

1) Luxe Productions, along with our team have worked overtime today.  
Our LED Lights are 70 percent installed. The main platform lighting is up and running, enveloping our Auditorium with 
a crisp, clean, focused light. 

There will be additional lights installed, Thursday. At this time, our platform lighting will be 90 percent complete. There 
are a few elements that will be installed once the platform construction and aesthetics have been finalized.  

2) Jason and Noah Kingsbury have our electrical connections ready to go. This will provide ease of installation 
when it comes time for these additional elements to go up. 

3) Matt Warthan and Mark Molencupp, along with Luxe Productions have all fixtures programmed to simplify 
this final installation process.  

LED Lighting will also be installed in the soffits that line each side of our auditorium. This will increase our house lighting 
by about 20%, allowing for brighter light on hymnals and scriptures, across the entire seating area. Ty Aurand and 
Peter Haese will be installing these fixtures.

(As with anything new, there will be a small learning curve as we move forward. Additional adjustments  and 
configurations will be made as we proceed, so bear with us, as our team becomes more familiar with the new system.  
The steps ahead... During the completion of Phase one, modifications to all of our systems will be required. We are 
blessed to have a dedicated and knowledgeable team already in place. (Of this, I am confident!!!) 

Moving Forward:  

 Cliff Westerland is working on a "blueprint" or drawing for the redesign of our platform background.

There will be a new look for our current windows.  This will include a window treatment, allowing natural light to filter 
in without the distractions from outside. New shades and surrounding moldings will also be a part of this "window 
renewal."

 Wall color and carpeting choices have been narrowed, yet exact patterns and colors have not been chosen.  The 
overall look and appearance is being designed to have a neutral tone with a warm and inviting feel.  All choices are 
being made with a traditional style in mind.   Our goal is to create a timeless look to serve across multiple functions.  
 
Next on the To Do List...
Aesthetics and interior construction
Order Seating
Order Carpet and schedule installation

We currently have 61 members of our church family committed to this project.

Our prayers and dedication serve as the fuel that will continue Gods work, right her at our own, NORTH LOVE 
BAPTIST CHURCH.

We have attached some photos from todays progress.




